WELCOME TO AVEVA WORLD
CONNECT
YOUR WORLD
Welcome to a new
day of opportunities
Our shared heritage is built on aspiration

Dr. J. Patrick Kennedy

Arthur Llewelyn

Design & Build

Optimize

Operate

Dennis Morin
70% of industrial companies fail at digital transformation

Benefits of success:

+10% profitability

+300% return-on-investment

+20% energy efficiency
We are part of the world’s biggest industrial ecosystem
Building connected industrial ecosystems

- Producers
- Suppliers
- Logistics
- Executives
- Integrators
- Distributors
- Consumers
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Industrial intelligence platform
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Industrial intelligence platform

DESIGN & BUILD

OPTIMIZE

OPERATE
Realize opportunity, faster
Accelerating innovation with a growing ecosystem
Gaining enterprise-wide visibility
Forrester’s Total Economic Impact

466% ROI
£793K NPV 6 mths
AVEVA Data Hub
Build connections, spark your ingenuity